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Examinstion requested by:   R Addressee | 
efe: a : 

ww" quo lettera dated Arril 2, 1975, and April 9, 1975, directed ’ 
Examination KRudttee: James A. Vi lderotter a 

This report sup ‘Jewents reports to your office 7 
dated May 15, 1975, ani inv 20, Fors ‘ coos 

At your request the FBI Laboratory made additional Ca 
studies of frame #413 of the Zapruder motion picture film, © 9:3. - 
‘which is alleged to show an assassin with a rifle concealed =2 =...) ! 
in the foliage showed in the lower portion of thie frame and 25 .. CUE 

~ atjoining frahes. Pee 
“A ce 

It has been determined thet the foliage shown in a 5 
frame #413 48 a small topiary tree, the trunk of which is == ~ .. > 
Sevon and one~half feet fron the abutment on which Mr. Zapruder 9 
was standing. It is entimated that an individual in the folfage 
of the tree nearest Hr. Zapruder would be approximately five Cle s 
feet from the camera, It ras further estinated that Ifr. Zapruder =~ 
Wg over one hundred feat from the itnousine in frame es 

Using an Bram camera with @ goon tens, tests ware 
mods at a distance of one hundred five feet. from a vehicle 
the approximate size of the Presidential limousiné. Vrom this 
position the goom efjustment on the lens was adjusted so that . 
the limousine appeared within the frame area in approximately — 
the same size ratio as the ifmousine in apruder film at 

_ frame -EM3. The car was then viewed OTE, camera 
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“v-and an individual was. placed ‘in the pioture area at “ey 
oa “* approximately five feet from the lens. The head of: the 25" 
= **": Individual in this test was found to fill snoroxinately? 

we _ one-half of the camera pioture area. L 
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Comparing the ahove test with frame m3 of 
the Zapruder film, 1t was found that an individual in ©... 
the position as alleged in frame #413 would have filled = = 

half of that frame and the head size of this individual - 
would have been recorded in'a size approximately six tine ” 
“that of the alleged assassin desgribed as being in. frame” Thee 
£413 ond adjacent frames. ++ Ee DO Pt . ° 
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Addition?1 teets made ‘with the 8mm camera an 
the same zoom setting as described above show that the 
leaves of pyracantha foliacse would have teen recorded _ 
in the same approximate size as the foliage shown in . et 
the Zapruder frame #413 and adjacent. frames. 7 ee 
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